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Electron Microscopy Market Expected to

Reach $8.3 Billion by 2031 — Allied
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WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, UNITED

STATES, July 4, 2024 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- A significant rise

in demand for nanotechnology-based

research and an increase in R&D

activities in pharmaceutical industries

are anticipated to serve as key growth

drivers of the global electron

microscopy market. In addition, rapid

expansion witnessed in application areas, such as semiconductors, automobiles,

pharmaceuticals, and nanotechnology, globally is among the key factors responsible for the

significant growth of the electron microscopy market. 

Rising demand in

semiconductor and

healthcare fields, along with

advancements in electron

microscopy, drives the

market.”
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Allied Market Research, titled, “Electron Microscopy Market

By Type (Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM),

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)), By Application

(Life Sciences, Material Sciences, Other), By End User

(Healthcare, Research Institute, Others): Global

Opportunity Analysis And Industry Forecast, 2022-2031".

The electron microscopy market was valued at $3.7 billion in 2021 and is estimated to reach $8.3

billion by 2031, growing at a CAGR of 8.5% from 2022 to 2031.

Electron microscopy represents an advanced imaging method that employs a concentrated

beam of electrons to visualize specimens with exceptional precision on a micro- to nanoscale

level. In contrast to traditional optical microscopy, this technique harnesses the short electron

wavelength, enabling the acquisition of high-resolution images that can discern structures at
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atomic scales. The technology is categorized into two primary forms: Transmission Electron

Microscopy (TEM), which directs electrons through a thin sample to generate internal images,

and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), which sweeps electrons over a surface to construct 3D

images that reveal intricate surface details.

Electron microscopy assumes a pivotal role across diverse scientific domains. In the realm of

biology, it proves invaluable for investigating complex cellular structures, subcellular organelles,

and viral constituents, thereby propelling advancements in fields like cell biology, microbiology,

and medical research. Within materials science, electron microscopy simplifies the scrutiny of

material attributes, defects, and crystal formations, pivotal for the design of innovative materials

with specific properties. The realm of nanotechnology exploits electron microscopy to

characterize nanomaterials, thereby guiding the advancement of nanoelectronics,

nanomedicine, and other avant-garde applications. Moreover, industries such as electronics,

semiconductor production, and materials engineering employ electron microscopy to ensure

quality assurance and refine manufacturing processes.

Electron microscopy finds extensive utility across a broad spectrum of scientific, industrial, and

research domains. Academic institutions and research establishments constitute a significant

user base, employing electron microscopy to deeply explore fundamental scientific inquiries

spanning biology, materials science, and physics. In the biotechnology and pharmaceutical

sectors, it aids in visualizing cellular structures and biomolecules, thereby propelling drug

development and medical research. Industries encompassing electronics, materials engineering,

and semiconductor manufacturing depend on electron microscopy for quality assurance,

product assessment, and process enhancement.
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Nanotechnology enterprises utilize electron microscopy to investigate and manipulate

nanomaterials, thereby forming the basis for innovations in fields like nanoelectronics and

nanomedicine. Government laboratories utilize it for tasks like forensic analysis, environmental

monitoring, and advanced materials investigation. Geological and environmental research

institutions leverage electron microscopy to scrutinize mineral compositions, geological

formations, and environmental specimens. Collectively, these diverse end users underscore

electron microscopy's indispensable role in advancing understanding, catalyzing technological

progress, and enriching various scientific and industrial ventures.

The significant factors impacting the electron microscopy market growth include an increase in

demand for electron microscopes in the semiconductor & microelectronics sector and a surge in

the adoption of electron microscopy in the fields of healthcare and life science. In addition, the

market is affected by high prices associated with microscopes. Moreover, increased R&D

activities in the automotive influences the market growth. However, each of these factors is

anticipated to have a definite impact on the growth of the global electron microscopy market
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during the forecast period. The electron microscopy market outlook exhibits high growth

potential in commercial and industrial sectors. Furthermore, the Electron Microscopy Market

Opportunity is also present in food, forensics, chemical, healthcare, and various other industries.

According to the current electron microscopy market trends, the most widely used technologies

are immune electron microscopy and Transmission Electron Microscopy. The demand for these

technologies is expected to grow the electron microscopy industry steadily in the forecasted

period.

By type, the market is fragmented into scanning electron microscopes and transmission electron

microscopes. The scanning electron microscope segment was the highest revenue contributor to

the market and is estimated to dominate the market due to a surge in demand for

nanotechnology-based research.

Based on application, the market is segregated into life sciences, material sciences, and others.

The other segment dominated the market in 2021, contributing significantly to the electron

microscopy market growth.

Depending on the end user, the market is categorized into healthcare, research institutes, and

others. The research institute segment exhibited significant growth and is estimated to expand

at a healthy CAGR.

Region-wise, the market is analyzed across North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and LAMEA.
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- This study comprises an analytical depiction of the electron microscopy market size along with

the current trends and future estimations to depict the imminent investment pockets.

- The overall electron microscopy market analysis is determined to understand the profitable

trends to gain a stronger foothold.

- The report presents information related to key drivers, restraints, and opportunities with a

detailed impact analysis.

- The current electron microscopy market forecast is quantitatively analyzed from 2021 to 2031

to benchmark the financial competency.

- Porter’s five forces analysis illustrates the potency of the buyers and suppliers in the industry.

- The report includes the electron microscopy market share of key vendors and electron

microscopy industry trends.
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Allied Market Research is a top provider of market intelligence that offers reports from leading

technology publishers. Our in-depth market assessments in our research reports take into
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account significant technological advancements in the sector. In addition to other areas of

expertise, AMR focuses on the analysis of high-tech systems and advanced production systems.

We have a team of experts who compile thorough research reports and actively advise leading

businesses to enhance their current procedures. Our experts have a wealth of knowledge on the

topics they cover. Also, they use a variety of tools and techniques when gathering and analyzing

data, including patented data sources.
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